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Abstract
Purpose: Planning orthopedic surgeries is commonly performed in computed
tomography (CT) images due to the higher contrast of bony structure. However, soft tissues such as muscles and ligaments that may determine the functional outcome of a procedure are not easy to identify in CT, for which fast
and accurate segmentation in MRI would be desirable. To be usable in daily
practice, such method should provide convenient means of interaction for modifications and corrections, e.g., during perusal by the surgeon or the planning
physician for quality control.
Methods: We propose an interactive segmentation framework for MR images
and evaluate the outcome for segmentation of bones. We use a Random Forest
classification and a Random Walker based spatial regularization. The latter
enables the incorporation of user input as well as enforcing a single connected
anatomical structures, thanks to which a selective sampling strategy is proposed to substantially improve the supervised learning performance.
Results: We evaluated our segmentation framework on 10 patient humerus
MRI as well as 4 high-resolution MRI from volunteers. Interactive humerus
segmentations for patients took on average 150 s with over 3.5 times time-gain
compared to manual segmentations, with accuracies comparable (converging)
to that of much longer interactions. For high-resolution data, a novel multiresolution random walker strategy further reduced the run-time over 20 times
of the manual segmentation, allowing for a feasible interactive segmentation
framework.
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Conclusions: We present a segmentation framework that allows iterative corrections leading to substantial speed gains in bone annotation in MRI. This
will allow us to pursue semi-automatic segmentations of other musculoskeletal
anatomy first in a user-in-the-loop manner, where later less user interactions
or perhaps only few for quality control will be necessary as our annotation
suggestions improve.
Keywords Bone Segmentation · Iterative refinement · MR in CAOS
1 Introduction
1-in-7 people in the US has an orthopedic impairment, and orthopedic complaints are the most common reason to seek medical care. The common imaging modality used in orthopedic scenarios is plain X-ray or Computed Tomography (CT), due to its high contrast for bones. For example, orthopedic
surgical planning is commonly performed on CT images, where the bone structures can be identified easily [1]. However, a satisfactory surgical outcome cannot always be guaranteed considering merely bony anatomy in the planning,
due to close interactions with the rest of the musculoskeletal system. In other
words, an ideal functional outcome should also take into account interactions
with muscles and tendons. For instance, rotator-cuff is a muskoloskeletal complex anatomy, where the interaction of muscles, bones, and tendons define the
functionality. Indeed, many of the orthopedic conditions are due to (shoulder)
rotator-cuff problems, which in most cases have major impact on the quality
of life due to pain and weakness. Nevertheless, segmenting such soft-tissue
accurately in CT is not straight-forward; therefore, in daily clinical routine,
rotator-cuff surgery (commonly performed for tears) is either not planned in
detail or planned qualitatively with aid of additional imaging modalities. Additionally, rotator cuff injuries are most common in patients above age 40,
and hence number of surgeries is projected to increase with increasing life
expectancy as well as with diminishing post-surgical complications thanks to
minimally-invasive arthroscopic interventions. Functional surgery planning is
an ultimate vision in orthopedic surgery, nevertheless necessitating techniques
to accurately segment all musculoskeletal structures.
MRI can be an alternative to CT by providing soft tissue contrast. Nevertheless, segmentation in MRI overall is a major challenge due to high image inhomogeneities within each anatomical structure, large inter-patient variations,
and intensity variations due to bias field [2]. Even bones that are straightforward in CT pose a challenge to segment in MRI. In this work, we focus on
the task of segmenting bones in MRI. Besides orthopedic planning, this is relevant and potentially applicable also in several different clinical contexts, such
as attenuation correction in PET-MR [3], MR-guided high-intensity focused
ultrasound [4], and orthopedic diagnosis of children such as for trauma.
Although several automatic MRI segmentation approaches have been proposed [5–7], these often do not translate to widespread clinical practice due
to possible case-specific failures and the need for an operator’s quality check
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and potential correction. Such corrections may quickly become quite tedious,
and potentially leading to correcting close to as many slices as a manual annotation would require [8]. Therefore, various semi-automatic tools have been
proposed to keep the human in the loop [9, 10]. However, these tools either
require user training and online parameter setting, or are very sensitive to
user-interaction. Hence, manual segmentation of each 2D MR slice is still the
common clinical practice, despite being very cumbersome and time consuming. In this work, we present an interactive segmentation tool to accelerate
the manual segmentation process while also allowing for natural integration
of user interactions and corrections, if needed for a clinical use-case. Our goal
is then to enable segmentations that are within an acceptable proximity of
manual segmentation, with substantially reduced time and effort investment.

2 Methods
A Random Forests (RF) classifier is trained using a proposed selective sampling strategy, that takes into account the remaining segmentation steps. At
each new user interaction iteration (see details in Sec. 2.4), a Random Walker
(RW) algorithm is used to produce a bone segmentation proposal by combining
the user interaction with the probability map predicted from the trained RF.
We propose a multi-resolution RW strategy that can handle high resolution
or large (FOV) images still in short interaction time.

2.1 Random Forests
Despite their straight-forward foundation, random forests [11] have proven
their reliability in classification problems across different domains [12]. An RF
consists of tsize decision trees (DTs). Constraints on the depth of the DTs
prevent the RF from overfitting to the training data, while the number of
DTs in the RF contributes marginally to the classifier performance until the
algorithm converges. Additionally, trained RFs can be analyzed to make assumptions on the contribution of additional trees and assess the importance of
different features (i.e. using out-of-bag samples that are not used for training),
given that sufficiently large number of DTs are trained.
Although the bone tissue may appear relatively distinct from its surrounding in some MR images (e.g. Fig. 1(a)), this is not always the case around
joints and near image border due to field inhomogeneities. Pure intensity information is also not sufficient to define bone surface especially near tendon
and ligament insertions, where automatic methods might fail by “leaking”.
Accordingly, we utilize a set of higher order image features focusing on local
statistics, textural information, curvature extraction, anisotropy [13], and spatial neighboral information [14, 15] for RF training for maximum bone (i.e.,
humerus) differentiation from the background.
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Statistical Features of different orders are extracted using cubic patches of
edge length τstat centered at each voxel. Although the sensitivity of human
vision is limited to statistics of first and second order, studies claim the significance of higher order statistics for discriminating boundaries [16]. Therefore,
we have statistical features (Fstat ) computed from the intensity map (Mint )
consisting of mean (1st order), variance (2nd order), skewness (3rd order), and
kurtosis (4th order) at 3 τstat scales, constituting to a total of 12 dimensions.
Examples of skewness and kurtosis can be seen in Figs. 1(k,l), respectively.
Texture Map extraction is essential for analyzing additional features emerging from spatially localized frequencies. For this, Gabor filters are widely used
in signal processing [17] due to their high customizability to capture targeted
frequency band along an orientation with localized spatial domain as
G(x, y, σtex,x , σtex,y , ftex , θtex ) = g(x, σ) cos(2πftex (x cos(θtex ) + y sin(θtex )))
(1)
where ftex is the filter frequency, θtex is the orientation variable, and the 2D
Gaussian function g(x, y, σtex,x , σtex,y ) is defined as,
2 
2 !!

y
x
+
(2)
g(x, y, σtex,x , σtex,y ) = A exp −
2σtex,x
2σtex,y
where σx and σy are the variances along the plane with axes x and y, and
A = 1/(2πσtex,x σtex,y ) is a normalization factor. By convolving Gabor filters
y
x
along the principal 3 planes with Mint , we generate texture maps Mtex
, Mtex
,
z
and Mtex (c.f. Figs. 1(b-d)).
Curvature Map can bring additional discriminating information when differentiating different tissues [17]. Similarly, we extract the curvature map (Mcurv )
as ∇ · T(∆Is ) where Is is a Gaussian smoothed MRI with variance σcurv , and
T() is a hard-threshold function with threshold τcurv , such that noise amplification is suppressed (see Fig. 1(i)).
Anisotropy Features can be used to pronounce different orientational structures at the cancellous bone, cortical bone, and surrounding muscles. We extract the anisotropy features (Fani ) through computing the entropy centered
at each voxel as,
X
anio = −
poγ log(poγ )
(3)
γ

where poγ is the probability distribution for a given patch with orientation o
and size τani for the image map γ. We extract Fani along the 4 diagonal and 3
y
x
z
main axes’ orientations in 3D from image maps Mtex
, Mtex
, Mtex
, and Mcurv
(c.f. Figs. 1(e-h))such that it constitutes of 7 × 4= 28 feature dimensions.
Context-Integrating Features are especially useful when discriminating
bone structures within the proximity of the humerus, since shoulder anatomy
is densely packed with layers of muscles, tendons and fat. Therefore, contextual
information of the spatial neighborhood when describing the humerus is of
great importance when differentiating structures that may look alike locally.
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Fig. 1 For a given MRI slice (a), a subset of features are visualized using JET colormap;
x (b), M y
z
texture maps Mtex
tex (c), and Mtex (d), anisotropy features (e), (f), (g), and (h),
curvature map Mcurv (i), patch variance (j), patch skewness (k), and patch kurtosis (l).

By incorporating spatial shifts at multiple scales of different image maps, we
aim to embed relative orientation and distance dependent information centered
for each voxel. To account for noise, we smooth the image maps with a cubic
kernel of edge length κcont prior to extraction of contextual features (Fcont ).
y
z
x
, Mcurv ), along 14
, Mtex
, Mtex
Fcont are collected from all 5 maps (Mint , Mtex
directions (such as Fani , but this time both directions along each orientation),
and at 3 neighborhood scales τcont ; creating a total of 210 dimensions.
Location Features give an important prior for the classifier. Based on the
spatial position of the humerus in the training data, a normalized quantification along each axis is extracted to produce 3 location features (Floc ). Although
the input images FOV is not strictly fixed, for a given protocol, it is observed
that the normalized position of the humerus is mostly kept in a similar region.
y
x
z
In total, the extracted feature space consists of Mint + Mtex
+ Mtex
+ Mtex
+ Mcurv + 3Floc + 12Fstat + 28Fani + 210Fcont =258 dimensions.

2.2 Random Walker Regularization
The Random Walker segmentation algorithm [18] is often used for segmenting
medical images [19, 20], thanks to its robustness, even in the presence of only
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weak priors. Given a set of user selected labels (seed points) and pairwise edge
weights between the voxels of the image, RW starts a random walk [21] from
each unlabeled pixel and returns a single connected region for the foreground.
Like other graph-based algorithms, the execution time for RW increases
dramatically with the size of the images. Therefore, several ideas for speeding
up RW algorithm have been proposed in the literature [22, 23].
Conventionally, image intensities are used to estimate the pairwise connection costs between voxels. While this can be sufficient in some imaging
modalities (e.g. CT), it may be insufficient for MRI due to intensity irregularities within the target. We use the prediction probability map of the RF
classifier on the test image for the edge weights between nodes as,
w(i,j) = exp(−α(pRF (i) − pRF (j))2 )

(4)

where α is a regularizing constant, w(i,j) is the weight between voxels i and j,
and pRF (i) is the probability of voxel i belonging to the background.
2.3 Boosting Classifier Accuracy Near Target Contours
Traditional segmentation approaches target maximizing the Dice score. For
this purpose, a classifier should be ideally trained with a maximum number
of points that span the complete set of possible structures viewed in MRI.
Unfortunately, in practice it is not possible to have access to such data. To
compensate for this, we aim to not maximize the performance of each block
in our segmentation pipeline, but instead to maximize the cumulative performance. Hence, we construct our learning method with the aim to maximize
the segmentation performance posterior to spatial regularization. We describe
how sampling of the training data contributes to this below.
Selective Sampling Memory constraints generally prevent the use of all available voxels. Either uniform or random sampling (c.f. Figs. 2(a,b)) is typically
used to sample a subset Γs of the set of all voxels. While this should lead to
higher classification scores in the whole image; it will be highly influenced by
true positives in regions that are not necessarily relevant for the particular task
of segmentation of the humerus (i.e. inside lungs, outside patient, or even other
bones). Our aim is to extract samples from only crucially important voxels,
even if it means that there will not be samples to train our classifier for trivial background points. Thus, we use a selective sampling scheme that prefers
voxels that are close to the contour of the target organ for both foreground
and background regions [14] (c.f. Fig. 2(c)). This allows us to include a higher
number of discriminating voxels from the contour of the target organ in the
training dataset. Given the nature of our proposed tool, a simple user interaction can easily correct for segmentation errors that are sufficiently far away
from the contour of the target organ. Samples along the border of foreground
and background are picked with a probability of p(x) = Z−1 exp(−x/βSeS ),
where x is the distance to the contour, βSeS regulates the exponential decay
and Z is a normalizing factor.
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Fig. 2 Difference between (a) uniform sampling, (b) random sampling, and (c) SeS methods
are represented on a sample slice.

Fig. 3 (a) Offline model training and (b) online workflow schematic

2.4 Proposed Framework
Our framework consists of an offline and an online part. In the offline part,
features extracted from training data and corresponding expert annotations
are used to train a model to classify the humerus as shown in Fig. 3a. The
online workflow is shown in Fig. 3b, with the steps listed below:
1. Select/Load target image in the GUI.
2. Select region-of-interest ROI.
3. Annotate small blobs of correct foreground and background on arbitrary
image slices using standard GUI segmentation tools.
4. Run multi-resolution RW.
5. If segmentation not satisfactory, go back to step 3.
It should be emphasized that in a clinical setup, the feature extraction and
classification on the test MRI can be performed offline in the time between
patient MRI acquisition and expert humerus segmentation.
2.5 Multi-Resolution Regularization
Despite its satisfactory performance, solving the RW approach is computationally expensive for big graph structures, such as the our volunteer data.
For this purpose, we propose a multi-resolution RW approach which consists
of coarse-resolution RW (cRW) and fine-resolution RW (fRW). After the user
roughly picks a ROI, the ROI is sub-sampled by a factor of ssub and the cRW
is run. cRW segmentation is then super-sampled into original resolution with
nearest neighbor sampling (c.f. Fig. 4(b)).
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Using the cRW result, a margin of 8 mm is defined around the delineation
between foreground and background segmentation (c.f. Fig. 4(c)). Using the
voxels within this margin in fine-resolution, a new graph is constructed where
the innermost voxels are labeled as foreground and outermost voxels are labeled as background. fRW is run on this small graph and the segmentation
results are replaced with the corresponding point segmentation of cRW results (c.f. Fig. 4(d)). While a RW is also performed locally in [24], it is based
on dilating a user-drawn inner contour, which is undeniably more cumbersome than our proposal as it requires the user to draw along the complete
inner-contour of the foreground.

3 Experiments and Results
3.1 Dataset
MRI Data: We used a dataset of 10 preoperative 1.5 Tesla MR images of
the left shoulder from patients (ethics #KEK-ZH 2013-035). We used watersaturated Dixon sequences quantized in 12-bit grayscale. 4 images had a voxel
spacing of 0.91 × 0.91 × 3 mm3 and image size of 192 × 192 × 64 voxels with
1.7 ms TE, 20 ms TR, and 10◦ flip angle. The remaining 6 images had a spacing of 0.83 × 0.83 × 3 mm3 and 144 × 192 × 56 voxels with 2.39 ms TE, 20 ms
TR, and 10◦ flip angle. We also tested the scalability of our method on 4
high-resolution MRIs of (near) isotropic 0.78 × 0.78 × 0.9 mm resolution and
256 × 256 × 176 voxels , which are collected from volunteers (right shoulder)
with water-saturated Dixon sequence with 2.39 ms TE, 7.12 ms TR, and 12◦
flip angle. Prior to feature extraction, we normalize MRI intensities between
0 and the mean of highest 5% intensity values on an image.
Annotations: Clinical experts segmented the humerus in all the images in
the sagittal plane (having the highest resolution) for gold standard (GS) annotations. Additional manual annotations by 2 experts indicated inter-observer
variability with a mean(std: standard-deviation) Dice score of 0.94 (0.01) for
10 patients. On average, manual annotations of the patient dataset took 552 s
(> 9 mins), whereas volunteer data annotation took 51 min 33 s.

Fig. 4 Humerus from sample slice (a) is segmented with cRW (b). Generated margin around
the delineation (c) is used for fRW, which then gives the final segmentation result (d).
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3.2 Experiment
Software/Hardware Setup: Our proposed segmentation tool utilizes the
Medical Imaging Interaction Toolkit (MITK) framework [25] (v2015.05.2 built
with ITK 4.7.1, VTK 6.2.0, Qt 5.5.1), which is a free open-source framework
for the development of interactive medical image processing software. After
initializing the MITK GUI, the user follows the steps defined in Sec. 2.4. Annotation of foreground and background blobs can be done using any built-in
plugin of MITK. In our experiments, we commonly used the delineation (Add )
feature of the standard Segmentation plugin. All other steps are conducted
using the features of our plugin. All experiments were performed on an Intel
2.4GHz i7 CPU laptop with 8Gb RAM.
Evaluation Setup: We conducted a leave-one-out experiment with the 10
patient images. We used the open-source EvaluateSegmentation tool [26] to
compute standard performance evaluation metrics; i.e. Dice similarity score,
average Hausdorff distance (aHD), and symmetric Hausdorff distance (sHD),
with respect to the manual annotations. For evaluation of our proposed algorithm, the user was instructed to segment the testing image for each fold using
our segmentation tool until a satisfactory segmentation is achieved.
Method Parameters: At each fold, Γs =5 × 104 training samples have been
picked using SeS with exponential decay factor of βSeS =12 mm from the 9
training images, equally for both humerus and background. The out-of-bag
mean squared error with increasing number of trees tsize can be seen in Fig. 5a.
Accordingly, an RF with tsize =50 is seen to be sufficient and was trained on
the 258-dimensional features extracted from the points sampled above.
For Fstat , we set patch edge length τstat =[2, 8, 20] mm. While extracting Mtex along 3 main axes, we constructed 3 2D Gabor filters with variances σtex =[4, 4, 12] mm, frequency ftex =16 mm, and orientation θtex =π/2 rad.
For constructing the curvature map, we set kernel variance σcurv =2 mm and
threshold τcurv = 0.01 mm. Fani have been extracted using τani = 20 mm. Context features have been extracted from image maps smoothed with a cubic
kernel of κcont = 3 mm. Along 14 directions, we have extracted Fcont at scales
τcont = [4, 8, 16] mm. Looking at Fig. 5b, one can see that most features have
similar amount of contribution based on the out-of-bag test scores. An uncanny peak at the end of the feature space occurs through the contribution
of the Floc features. The reason for location priors highly contributing to the
classifier training is likely due to the MR technicians centering the humerus
(head) in the FOV during MRI acquisition.
Random walker was run on a graph with edge-weights based on Eq. (4)
and with α=103 . The segmentation (spatial regularization) time of the highresolution volunteer data was unacceptably high for interactive performance
(∼ 35 s) with the original method. Therefore, we used the multi-resolution RW
strategy proposed in Section 2.5. We empirically set the subsampling factor
ssub = 2, which gave the best result for speed gain and accuracy.
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Fig. 5 (a) Out-of-bag mean squared error vs. tsize and (b) Out-of-bag feature importance
vs. Feature number, where the Fcont features are indicated.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6 (a) Dice score, (b) aHD [voxels], and (c) sHD [voxels] for each patient where quick
protocol are shown with × . Scores at time = 0 correspond to RF classification alone. Each
patient is represented with a consistent color code across (a), (b), and (c). (d) Distribution
of time spent during ROI selection, user interaction and random walker computation with
respective median values 23.8 s, 30 s, and 6.5 s.

3.3 Results
Evolution of segmentation performance at each iteration when using our proposed method is shown in Fig. 6 with circle markers for each patient. The
score at time=0 correspond to RF classification. On average, a total of ∼ 150 s
was sufficient to achieve converging accuracy with patient data regardless of
the evaluation metric compared to 552 s of the manual annotation. For different initial errors in accuracy, after just one or two iterations, all the target
images quickly converge to their long-term segmentation performance.
Given that the initial interaction has the highest impact and convergence
to satisfactory segmentation performance is quickly reached, we conducted an
additional experiment where the expert is instructed to interact once and only
on a single 2D slice while trying to quickly draw very rough “blobs” of inside
and outside regions (quick protocol ). Performance of these segmentations are
represented with × marker for each patient in Fig. 6. We observed that such
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Fig. 7 (a) Dice score, (b) aHD [voxels], and (c) sHD [voxels] for segmentation of volunteer
dataset (each volunteer is represented with a different color) using proposed segmentation
tool. Scores at time = 0 correspond to RF classification.

single interaction plus the computation time took 62 s (std: 6 s) on average
for the patients while having mean (std) Dice score of 0.89 (0.05). Experiment
setup has also tracked time spent during user interactions and RW segmentation for each iteration. Looking at Fig. 6d, one can see that user interaction
along with RW segmentation takes on average 35 s per patient and the rest
of the time is spent on ROI selection during the single iteration segmentation
experiment. To observe inter-user variability, a second user also segmented
all patient images with the quick protocol. While the mean (std) Dice score
dropped to 0.85 (0.04), the segmentation time was also reduced to 55 (6) s.
Multi-resolution RW allows the user to re-interact with the image if the
cRW segmentation is notably incorrect around a contour. However, we did
not allow re-interaction for this experiment setup in order to have a fair comparison with full-resolution RW. Although speed gains were only marginal for
the patient data, multi-resolution approach speeds up the RW over 3 times
on average with the volunteer data when user selects a ROI. If RW is run
on the full volume, time-gain of multi-resolution RW still goes over 8 times.
Furthermore, we observed accuracy improvement when ssub =2 for most of the
volunteer data, which could be related to the fact that our proposed fRW relies on seed points generated automatically after the margin around cRW class
border is created. Given the assumption that automatically picked seed points
for fRW were correct, higher accuracy performance could be explained. Our
segmentation accuracy with multi-resolution RW on volunteer data is shown
on Fig. 7. Although the number of slices required to be annotated greatly increases with the resolution increase, convergence to a high accuracy is again
achieved on average after ∼ 150 s. Although Hausdorff distance fairs similar to
patient data, Dice score is even higher with the volunteer data at an average
of 0.93. This suggests that trained model requires even less user interaction
when the acquired image has higher resolution.

3.4 Comparison to Alternatives
Variations of the Proposed Method: Given the relatively similar level of
out-of-bag importance of features (c.f. Fig. 5b), an exhaustive feature selection
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Fig. 8 (a) Distributions of humerus segmentation Dice scores over the patient dataset for
1st user (quick prot 1) and 2nd user (quick prot 2) using the proposed quick protocol; RW
applied directly on the input images using the same seed points (Intensity RW); clusteringbased active contours implementation of ITK-SNAP (Active Contours); and Fast GrowCut
method developed for Slicer (Fast GrowCut). (b-e) show segmentations on a sample slice
for quick prot 2, Intensity RW, Active Contours, and Fast GrowCut, respectively.

test was not performed, since only marginal improvement is anticipated. However, if the context features Fcont were to be removed entirely, the remaining
48 features leads to an average Dice score decrease of 0.05 on the classification results. We tested RW segmentation also using the intensity map alone,
instead of classifier probabilities, using the quick protocol with the same RW
seeds on patient data (c.f. Figs. 8(a,c)). This resulted in the mean (std) Dice
score to drop by 21.5% to 0.67 (0.15). This observation supports our choice of
using higher-order features with supervised classification.
Conventional Interactive Methods: In order to compare our method with
other interactive works, we experimented with two popular tools on patient
data; the latest stable versions of ITK-SNAP (clustering-based active contours [10], version 3.6.0), and Slicer (with the Fast GrowCut [9] extension package, version 4.5.0). The former achieved a mean (std) Dice score of 0.68 (0.15),
while having a mean (std) segmentation time of 87 (25) s (c.f. Figs. 8(a,d)). Fast
GrowCut segmentation achieved results comparable to our approach, with a
mean (std) Dice of 0.90 (0.04) (c.f. Figs. 8(a,e)), albeit a mean (std) segmentation time of 151 (16) s, including a Dicom loading time of 51 s (compared to
3 s in MITK). This is 2.5× slower than our quick protocol runtime of 62 s.

4 Discussion and Conclusions
In this work, we have proposed an interactive segmentation tool which can substantially speed up manual segmentation through incorporation of a learned
classifier. During user interaction, the proposed quick protocol achieved a segmentation accuracy close to that of inter-annotator agreement. Experiments
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show that our tool brings > 3.5 folds of speed gain on average with a Dice
score of 0.91 and Hausdorff distance of 5.6 voxels averaged over all patients.
With a single slice user interaction, our speed gain is over 9 times the manual
segmentation while having averaged Dice score and Hausdorff Distance of
0.89 and 8.2 voxels respectively.
Using our novel multi-resolution RW extension, we speeded up segmentation time of high resolution volunteer data over 20 times on average. Taking
our tool as the foundation, we aim to experiment with including other muscoskeletal anatomy in the supervised learning system to further improve our
results and to reduce user interaction possibly to the point of quality assessment in the future.
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